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mEWR1AL CONSEWENCES OF DISPLAY CODING

Introductior.

Situations frequently arise where demands Are placed upon our m, 'y for

information previously encountered in graphic displays. These displays are

commonly founi in textbooks & technical documents, dial, meters, and cemputer

displays. It the retention of the information from these sources is inadequate

for the situation, processing and performance will suffer. For example, in d

text or technical document, information from a graph seen earlier must be

recalled at a later point and combined with newly acquired information if the

main points of an argument are to be understood. It would be exceedingly

difficult or the reader to form a coherent understanding of the argument if

the relevant information could not be recalled since this would require going

back and forth between pages. As another example, in process control situa-

tions, an operator may be required to Integrate recently aquired system status

information with current status information in order to respond decisively,

especially if an off-normal condition has occured. If this recently acquired

information has not been stored sufficiently, the appropriate decision will be

delayed.

SituaLiOns Rey also occur where the retention of information is undestre-

able. For example, Hopkin (1980) points out that in the air traffic control

(ATC) onvi7onment, much of the information, once used, is no longer needed by

the decision process. This previous information would then constitute unwanted

noise if persistently recalled. In a high F,ress environment such As the AT(,

the presence of noise can have deleterious tffects.

These examples point out the need in the display design process to iden-

tity ils,tr oomory requirements imposed by the task early in the process and to'
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take appropri,tte 9ttps to ensure that the requirements are sastisf3,d. One

such step would be to choose the display format to zad or hinder the retention

process. Recent theories of memory (cf. Craik & Jacooy, 1979; Craik &

1975; Winograd, I97d) have suggested that mr -y for stimuli is a function of

the amount of perceptual analysis given the stimali, the more extensive the

. analysis, the better the memory. With regard to graphic displays, Simcex

(1982) has recently shown that the extent of perceptual analysis given the

display epends on how the task relevent information is codefl. Thus it appears

that on the surface, a link exists between display coding and memory and the

objective of the investigation is to ver) fy this link empirically.

The connection between display coding and memory is provided by the amount

of cognitive effort required to perform the perceptual analysis of the input.

Cognitive effort is the amount of processing resources of the limited-capacity

control processor allocated to an information-processing task in order to

satisfy the demands, of the task (Kahneman, 1973).

Memory and Cognitive Effort

The concept of cognitive effort was proposed by Tyler, Hertel, McCallom &

Ellis (1979) to account for performance differences in a word-recall test.

They haZi subjects perform both a semantic (sentence-completion) and nonsemantic

(anagram) task in an incidental learning paradigm and later tested each subject

in a free recall task. Within each task type, subjects were given a low-effort

and high-effort condition. For example, the word doctor was transformed into

the anagrams dottoc 'low-effort) and croodt (high- effort). In the sentence

completion task, the missing word in a low-effort sentence was judged to be

almost redundant with other information in the sentence while for high-effort

ser,onces, the word was less determined by other information. For example,

given the worlidream, a low-effort sentence would he: The girl was awakened by
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her trightenine . A high-effort sentence would he the following: The

man was alarmed by the frightening . Further, an independent measure

of the level .-)f effort required was provided by reaction time to an auditory

probe (cf. Pew, 1979 a discussion of secondary task methodology). Tyler

et. al. (197) fvuad tnat for each task, recall was reliably better in the

hign-erfort condition than the low-,affort condition. Additionally, recall

performance was mirrored by probe reactioa time data.

Cognitive effort can also be used to account for performance differences

in recognition tasks. For example, Kolers (1975) had subjects recognize inver-

ted and normal oriented sentences. Two groups of subjects were used. One

group of subjects were relatively unskilled at reading the inverted typography.

The other group of subjects were highly skilled in reading the inverted typo-

graphy, so nuch so that their reading times were on par with times to read

normal text. Both groups of subjects read decks of normi 1 and inverted sen-

tences and then were required to recognize these sentences amongst a set of

distractors. He found that with respect to the unskilled subjects, sentences

in inverted typography were more correctly recognized then sentences read in

the normal typojraphy. However, the outcome was quite different for the highly

skilled subjects. There was no difference in recognition performance between

inverted and normal typography. Thus, the extended practice at reading inver-

ted text reduced its advantage to memory. Kolers (1975) argues that extended

practice Allowed automatic recognition procedures to develop which are rela-

tively effortless (Shiffria & Schneider, 1977), whereas suci procedures were

evt po:,3101e with the unskilled subjects. These subjects instead had to resort

to cr..ntrelled processing strategy requiring greater processing resources which

in cairn increased memory performance.
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Cognitive Effort and the Graphic Coding of Information

In i eeent information processing account of how the choice of display

formats can affect the ease or difficulty of processing information in graphs,

31MCOA (1)82) AeSCrIbu4 the interaction in terms of the amount and nature of

cognitive effort exerted in extracting the relevent information. When a

oaphic Aisplay is encountered, it must be perceptually represented by its

primary encoding features. It is assumed that this representation is activated

by the display properties themselves. The identification of the display will

be accomplished by comparing this perceptual representation to an activated

memory representation or graph schema set by the contextual situation. This

identification then makes available the relevent information by a simple look

up its value in the corresponding portion of the activated schema.

Suppose the context induces an expectancy or schema that is incongruent

4ith the perceptual representation. The output of the comparison process then

indicates a mismatch, implying that the relevent information is not in the

perceptual representation. The schema then directs a reparsind of this rep-

resentation in order to obtain the appropriate information. This means that wo

mint look at the graph differently then we might be accustomed to. The repars-

ing can take on many forms for example, such as a search of the sensory buffer

for the relevent information or a computation of the relevent information from

the activates representation. But whatever form it takes, this reparsing re-

quires addittonal processing resources of cognitive effort.

:'or example, suppose we are given the four basic graphic displays shown in

Figure 1. The first display is defined by properties of pairs of tines on two

L-shaped frameworks; the second display is defined by properties of pairs of

lines on a -angle L-shaped framework; the third and fourth displays are defined

by propertie'S of pairs of unconnected and connected points r4spectively on L-

ihaped frameworks. Formally, we can define these properties as the dimensions

4
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of priliti,,n ani height ef each point of the parr. However, the heights of both

point Ire net the only properties that can perceptually define the four dis-

plays. :'or instance, as we move from left to right across the displays, from

display 1A to display 11), the defining properties intuitively seem to shift

from tnoIe eQmponeat dimen_iions to dimensions reflecting relationships between

the parr of points, celminating in slope and overall height of the pair.

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE

Using i speeded classification task in one experiment, Simcox (t982) had

subjects classify stimuli of the form shown in Figure 1 on the basis of one or

the other of the component dimensions, the individual heights, or one of the

dimensions detined by the parr of objects at a perceptual unit, i.e. slope and

cwerall height. He found that as the degree of incongruency between response

basis (e.g. slope) and display format (e.g. lines on two frameworks) increased,

classification time increased. This increased classification time was taken to

reflect increaie.1 resources needed to reparse the data-driven representation in

order to respond appropriately.

In another experiment, scale values were included in the displays of

Figure 1, and subjects were asked conceptual questions about the information

contuned in these displays. The information referred to either trend, average

level, or component values of a parr of variables. Latency of response was

measured, The results showed a monotonic; increase in latencies for a partiou-

Iar display type as the incongruency between response basis and display format

:;inc: all displays were equated for legibility and type of

response, the monotonieity in latencies observed was attributed to the in-

,rea.ied ttort needed to reparse the perceptual representation in order to

extract the relevent information.

5
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nemory and the Graphic Coding of Information

The studies of Tyler et al (1979) and Stmcox (1982) suggest that cognitive

effort Is the mediating variable between graphic information coding and the

retention of this information. However, there has been no systematic resea

to date Itnking the two through a manipulition of effort. There has been a

small amount of research on the retention of displayed information (Vernon,

1946, 1952; Washburn, 1927), but these studies contrast graphs with other media

(primarily tables and prose paragraphs), are methodologically flawed, and con-

found the 3ifferent cognitive components to such an extent that they are of

little use.

Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to test the hypothesis

that an increase in cognitive effort necessitated by the type of iisplay coding

used will lead to better memory performance for the coding dimension of the

display. Sets of displays of the types shown in Figure 1 were used. Using an

incidental learning situation, subjects were initially asked questions about

some conceptual property of the display. This property will be information

concerning the trend, average level and component value of a variable Y.

Subjects were then shown graphs of one of the four types from which to extract

the information. Response latencies are measured. If the conceptual question

induces an expectancy or representation other than that defined by the primary

encoding features (i.e. the default visual representation), increased latency

to the questiun answering task Can be expected since a reparstng would be

,ailed for. Further, the more recarsing necessary, the more effort allocated,

the geafr the response time. Thus, for the displays shown in Figure 1, a

monotonic: increase to response latencies would be expected as we move from

lines on two frameworks to connected.points when responding in terms of a com-
.

ponent value question for reasons oatlxned earlier. Similarly, the opposite

expectation results when responding on the basis of either trend or average
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level. That is, i monotonic increase wohld result as we move from connected

points to lines un two frameworks.

Upon completion of the task, subjects were given a retention test on the

displays. If latency Is an indicant of processing cort and if increased

effort re:;u:.:s to a greater memory advantage, then retention performance shoull

exhibit the ;amo monotonic relationship as the Latency data for the graph types

and qut4stions.

METHOD

Att

Subjects

Ten CSI/Datacrown coworkers served as subjects in this experiment. None

of the ten subjects had performed in the first experiment.

Stimuli

The stimuli were sets of slides of displays representing each of the graph

types, one display on each slide. For each of the four graph types (lines on

two frameworks, lines on one framework, unconnected points. and connected

points), sots of nine different displays were chosen. This results in a total

of thirty-six different displays. Each display communicates two pairs of

values between a dependent variable X and an independent variable X. The vari-

able Y ranged in valoo from 0 to 6, while the variable X took on the values 1

and 2. Within each graph type, twenty-five different displays were generated

from the ortnorgonal combination of the set f2,3,4,5,0 of Y values at c.loh

value ,f X in the set 11,21. The twenty -five different combinations of values

ar.: shown in Table 1.

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
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Note tr(art the table that ten displays have an increasing trend, ten dis-

plays have a docreasing trend, and five displays have an unchanging trend.

Alto, considerind.the displays in terms of the component properties, we dis-,

plays eacn have a numeric 'We 2 thru 6 at X=1, and five displays each have

values 2 thru 6 at X=2. Enally, note that with respect to the average value

or WV.11_ of the two component Y values, six displays have an average level

equal to or less than 3, which is called low and six have an average level

greater than or equal to 5, which is high. The remaining thirteen displays

have an average level between 3 and 5, which is medium.

Thus, it is possible to use these twenty-five graphs to convey three dif-

ferent types of information, trend, absolute value, and average level. Each of

these typos of information can in turn be described by either three sets of

linguistic values (increasing, decreasing, unchanging; low, medium, high), or

by six numeric values (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). The nine displays representing each

graph type were then chosen from each of these sets of twenty-five.

Tha slides were then projected on a screen located 250cm from the subject.

At this view.:0 distance, the distance betwen the two points varied between

0.86 and 1.70 degrees of visual angle for the single framework graphs and

between 2.2 and 3.2 degrees of visual angle for the two framework graphs.

Design

A 4(Grapn Type) X 3(Question) within-subjects design was used, each sub-

ject participating under all conditions. Additionaly, the order" of the thirty-

six graphs 4as completely randomized fot each of the ten subjects.

Three graphs each were assigned to each of the three question types for a

total. of nine graphs. Within each graph type, the nine graphs were randomly

cho,en subjeet to the following constraints. One graph of each trend value

(Incrod3Ing, decreasing, unchanging) was assigned to each question type. For
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trend and level questions, an additional constraint is that these trend values

must occur with different level values (i.e. low, medium, high). For example,

with respect t.) the trend question, one graph had a nega.ive trend and a medium

411, another jraph had a positive trend and low level, and the third graph

h,..1 an unchandinq trend and a high level. Also within each graph type, the

comoonent value4 generating the graphs were unique. The same was true with

respect to question type. For the value question, the only constraint was chat

each graph had to have a unique value.

Procedure

Subjects were seated at the appropriate distance from the screen and

handed a booklet containing thirty-six questions. They were informed that the

purpose of the experiment was to test their perception or certain display

properties and were told to respond as quickly as possible but without making

errors. The questions were of the form "The trend in Y is?", "The average

level of Y is?", and "The value of Y at X=(1;2) is?". Subjects studied each

que.:tion in turn and when they felt comfortable with the question and response

categories, they signalled the experimenter. A graph of one of the four dis-

pLly types was then shown and the subject executed the appropriate response.

Time from onset of graph to response was recorded to the neatest milli-

second using a Model 54035 (Lafayette Instrument Co.) clock/counter. A voice

activated key was used to measure the latency of this response. Its activation

stopped the response clOck/ruunLer and closed the shutter to terminate the

stimulus presentation. The experimenter recorded the latency and noted any

errurs. Subjects were not intormed of any times or errors, but all subjects

seemed to know when they made an error. At the halfway mark of each session a

:)riet rest period was allowed. Prior to each session, a practice trial com-

pri;ing 18 questions and graphs was performed.

9



ep,,n ounplotion of this part of the experiment, subjects were given a test

Dooklet contateing thirty-six frameworks, nine of whien were multiple (i.e.

tao). Each framework contatned the property of the display that W4S used to

extract the answer. The subject was then a -4 to recall the other property.

For example, d dtplay representing pairs of lines on a single framework would

De shown with e line of height 6 at X=2 corresponding to the prior question

"Tne value of Y at X=2?" of which the answer was 6. The subject's task was

then to recall the value at x=1. Similarly, a subject could be given the posi-
.

Live, negative, or unchanging slope and asked to recall the level or vice

versa. A correct hit was scored for either the trend or level variable if the

correct liaquistic value was given, regardless of whether or not it was exact.

That is, for a particelar graph, if a high level occured with an increasing

trend, then the recall of any Increasing trend whether or not it was the actual

trend seen was scored as a hit.

The displays were drawn such that at a reading distance of about 28 cm,

they subtended the same visual angle as the displays seen on the slides. This

was tcoensure that all the relevent perceptual cues were operative.

After the recall tests, subjects are handed another booklet containing

seventy-two graphs and told that the thirty-six graphs they had just seen were

part of this set. They were instructed to indicate which of the seventy-two

they had seen and to give a confidence rating defined on a 5-point scale of

their answer. The scale was as 'fellows: 1) certain) 2) highly confident; 3)

confident: 4) somewhat confident; 5) not confident at all.1 xn this task,

hits were scored only for a correct match.

IF,t- purposes of further analysis, these ratings were collapsed on a three
point ecale with a 1, 2, :led 3 rating mapped into 3, a 4 rating mapped into
2, and the 5 rating mapped into 1.

10
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Results and Discussion

Response Times

The mean raiponse tint lveraged over sub)ects for question type and graph

type are shown in Table 2 and can be summarized as follows: a) Level questions

resulted in longer response times than did Trend or Value questions, and b) The

pattern of results for a specific question seers to depend on the graph types

chosen to repreaeat the information. The first, but not the second statement

is supported by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the response times (log

transformed) in which Question Type was a reliable source of variation, F(2,18)

= 46.86, p < .001, but the interaction between Question and Graph was not,

F(6,54) = 1.44, p < .21.2

INSERT TABLE 2 HERE

The finding that level questions took longer than either trend or value

questions was not surprising since a response to level questions involved a

mental interpolation followed by a mapping to the Y axis and then applying the

decision rule.3 Inall likelihood, the increased time reflects increased

resources necessary to invoke the decision rule and not increased resources

2The absence of a Question X Graph interaction was not unexpected because of
power considerations. The primary emphasis was in detecting differences in
retention data, not in the time data. Thus, sample size was chosen on the
basis of critical retention differences. If we want sufficient power to
detect the differences shown in Table 2, sample size would have to be about
twice the size used here.

3The decision rule was the followings

Low Y43
Level = Medium 3<Y<5

High Y45
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nece9stry to roparse the representation. Thus, we would not expect to see any

overali advantage ot this question type on memory performance. The advantage

will only be seen witnin a question type to the oxtenc that resour7.es are allo-

cated to reparse t1 -lerceptual representation, and that will depend on the

tncongrueney between graph and question.

Response times as 4 function of graph type, for each of three types of

questions are plotted in Figure 2A. while these are not reliably different in

this situation, their values are indicative of the monotonicity we would expect

ag the degree of incongruency between question and graph increased. The dashed

lines, drawn by visual inspection, emphasize the monotonic relationships sug-

gested by the interaction. Thus, we would expect the retention data to follow

these trends.

Recoanition Response

The probabilities of correct recognition for the two experimental condi-

tions are shown in Table 3 and also plotted in Figure 2B for illustrative

purposes. The results are summarized as follows: a) It appears that n,

particular question type results in a greater memory advantage; and b) It does

appear that recognition advantage is dependent on the specific question and

graph type. Again, both observations are supported by analysis of variance

(ANOVA) on the transformed (square root acc sine) scores. Main effects of

question type were not reliable; F(2,54 = 1.54, p < .24, but a reliable

Interaction betwean question and graph type was indicated, F(6,54) = 3.14,

p < .01.

One deviant point in need of explanation is apparent in Table 3. For the

trend question, the graph type defined by the connected points shows a probe-

ntlity of recognition ot 0.53, the highest value within the question type. The

expectation wets that this recognition score would be at lea,t ,lower than either

the score for the lines on two frameworks on the score for the lines on a

12



rramedor::. A possible explanation of this apparent discrepancy is arti-

factual. Note that the component heights ranged from 2 to 6 and the slopes

coul be increasing, decreasing, or unchanging. One display in this group had

as values for its encoi features (i.e. slope, overall height) a maximum

level ami an inv.:hanging trend. Thus, when the display was encoded, it is quite

possible that an 'extremeness' tag 4as also appended to the representation.

Such a tag should, theretore, increase the memoriability for this specific

display. Removing this potential confounding results in a probability of

recognition of only 0.27, a fifty percent change.

INSERT TABLE 3 HERE

Figure 2B is shown with this confounding removed. Note from the figure

that recognition probability shows the same monotonic relationship as response

times. The trend lines, drawn by visual inspection, emphasize the direction of

O. relationship. One possible explanation that must be considered is again

artifactual. Inspection of the false alarm probabilities, shown in Table 3,

indicate that they are of the same magnitude as the hit probabilities. Thus,

the curves of Figure 213 might be representative of a guessing strategy.

To test this possibility, the hit probabilities associated with the 1, 2,

and 3 ratings were analyzed. It was thought that this subset would provide a

more sensitive measure of recognition performance, since these ratinjs corres-

pond to a relatively high confidence in the recognition. Table 4 snows the

probability of recognition for this category of answers. Similar patterns of

results emerge. That ts, recognition advantage for a specific question type

seems tu depend on the graph type chosen to represent the Information. This

obsorvatton is again supported by an analysis oC variance on the transformed

13



scoros. An Int.irction bittreem question and graph type was the only reliable

source of variance, N6,54) = 2.33, p < .045.

.NSERT TABLE 4 HERE

Tne prerered explanation for this Question and Graph Type interaction is

that the more congnitive effort directed at the reparsing operation when an

incoaruency exi->ts provi.des a more durable trace. This increased durability

thus loads to a subsequent recognition advantage. Such an advantage does not

result 4hen the encoding features are congruent with the conceptual message.

Recall Response

Table 5 ihows the recall probabilities for the different graph types and

questions. Unlike recognition performance, recall performance is insensitive

to the amount and nature of the increased resource allocation. An analysis of

variance provides no reliable source of variation for this measure.

INSERT TABLE 5 HERE

Storage or retrieval. Why are the two measures of memory performance so

different? In a model of the memory performance, Chechtle and Meyer (1976)

uses both recall and recognition to distinguish between storage failures and

retrieval failures. Briefly, when a stimulus is encounted it cal; either be

;too :,; or not stored. Thus, at the time of test if the stimulus is not stored,

then retention will not be evidenced.`' However, even it the stimulus is

itoted, retention may not occur for yet another reason. At time of test,

..1
`I have over simplified the model for discussion purposes. It Ls of course

pass :ale that the subject could invoke a guessing strategy and demonstrate
correct retention. However, the model can account r, or such a strategy by an

estimate of a guessing parameter generated from test data and citing data.

14



:it ,red r.14-,,entation is either retrieved or not retrieved. If it is not

retrieved then retention will not be evidenced. Thus, we have two different

processes that converge on the same result, low retention performance. The two

processes are partitioned through following assumption: In a recognition

task, a st.) Alwollu!; will always be retrieved. Thus, by contrasting recog-

nition and recall data. it is possible to assess retention performance as a

consequence of either storage or retrieval failures.

The data in this experiment indicate that the reparsing operation with its

increased use of resources increases the advantage of storing the stimuli, brit

not retrieving it. Broadly speaking, recall differs rrom recognition in that

recall requires a cue or probe to be generated internally in order to activate

the stored representation, while in recognition the cue is provided by the

stimulus itself (Shiferin, 1970). Thus, the reparsing operation has relatively

little affect on generating the correct ?robe.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of tuis experiment support the hypothesis that an incongruency

between information to be graphically communicated and the graphic representa-

tion of this information leads to a reversing of the corresponding perceptual

repre:entation. This reparsing is a resource demanding operation and shows a

memory advantage having its greatest utility in terms of the storage process.

The repariing necessitated by the incongruency may lead to a more elaborated

trace of the representation (Crack and Tulving, 1975) . For example, when asked

to attend to a component value of the graph depicted by the pair of connected

points, there would be no parameter ih the percoptual representation of that

liiplay that would allow one value to be processed (e.g. looked up) while the

15



othor vain' L; Lott alone. Rather the slope and level parameters activated

would ImplicttLy contatn Information about the component values, dad so both

values would bt processed to arrive at the correct representation. Thus, ola-

bordtion would 1.iad to .i reprentatioa of this display that ts more 'distinc-

tive' or it.;31mtlar then orheii In memory since more of its attributes are

involved in the processing. This distinctiveness would produce and advancage

durtnq recognition.

On the other hand, a congruency between encoding featres and conceptual

Information would not produce an eiaborated representation and so no advantage

In recognItion would be seen (see Winograd, 1981 for a similar argument with

respect to memory for faces). This is because the correct parameter would be

actIvatpd and could thus he processed while the others remained inactive.

Relevance to Displays

At first glance, the results seem ::onterintuitive to what should be the

guiding tenet In display design, that is, design displays such that the least

amount of cognitive effort is needed to extract of the relevent information.

The results reported in this experiment suggest that if the retention of infor-

mation is critical, then one should violate this tenet. However, before we run

off and begin designing poor displays to represent our infdrmation, the results

should be taken to mean that if retention or processing of other attributes of

a display 13 lostred, then some-means of inducing a more extensive elaboration

1.1 in order. This could be nothing more then an accompanying context that

directs attentton to these other attributes of the display. All that is

necosary i:; to have observers invoke a reparsing of the display. As stated,

this can be done in a controlled manner.
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TABLE 1

Orthogonal Combinations of Defining Values

Value of Right

2 3 4 5 6
.....wers.s4

2 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6

3 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6
Value

of 4 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,5 4,6
Left

5 5,2 5,3 5,4 5,5 5,6

6 6,3 6,3 6,4 6,5 6,6



'TABLE 2

mean Response I.- me as a Function of Graph and Question Type

MEAN RESPONSE TIME (sec)

Grapn Types

Lines on Lines on Unconnected Connected
two frameworks one.framework points points

Question

Trend 1.085 1.101 1.039 0.914

Leval 2.565 2.415 2.360 2.398

Value 1.481 1.322 1.524 1.571

v



TABLE 3

Probability of Recognition as a Function of Graph and Question Type

PROPORTION RECOGNIZED

Graph Types

Question

Lines on
two frameworks

Lines on
one framework

Unconnected
points

Connected
points

Trend 0.47 0.33 0.20 0.53
W.27)*

Level 0.50 0.60 0.50 0.37

Value 0.30 0.40 0.33 0.63

False Alarms 0.40 0.29 0.33 0.38

e
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TABLE 4

Probability of Recognition as a Function of Question and Graph
Type for Yes (3) Responses

Graph Types

Linos on Lines on Unconnected Connected
two frameworks one framework points points

Nestion

Trend 0.14 0.25 0.11 0.19

Level 0.28 0.22 u.19 0.17

vain,: 0.11 0.14 0.11 0.31



TABLE 5

ProbanrIxty of Recall as a Function of Graph and Que,tLon Type

PROPORTION RECALLED

Graph Types

Lines on Line3 on Unconnected Connected
two frameworks one framework points points

cusstion

Trend 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.03

LevAl 0.13 0.13 0.07 0.17

Value 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.03

.
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